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TelluCare Identity  
Architecture 

1. Architecture 
TelluCare Identity is a set of software components in the TelluCare system used to manage user 
identities, authentication and access control. This document describes the TelluCare  Identity 
architecture. 

 

TelluCare Identity enables several scenarios for authenticating users and granting access to protected 
resources, both inside and outside of TelluCare. One of its core use cases will be to replace 
authentication and identity federation in the web component of TelluCare, as shown in figure 1. 

FIGURE 1: AUTHENTICATION AND IDENTITY FEDERATION IN TELLUCARE 
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1.1 Software components 
TelluCare Identity is built on the widely accepted open source standard software, Keycloak, as an 
identity management platform. In addition to the core platform, the software and libraries used to 
integrate with Keycloak, as well as configuration, operations, and monitoring tools are part of TelluCare 
Identity, as shown in figure 2. 

FIGURE 2: TELLUCARE IDENTITY COMPONENTS 

 
1.1.1 Keycloak 
Keycloak is an open source identity and access management platform, developed by RedHat. Keycloak is 
built on widely accepted standards protocols and provides support for protocols such as OpenID 
Connect, OAuth, and SAML.  The features it provides in TelluCare ID includes: 

● Single-Sign on for multiple applications 
● Identity brokering, which means external identity providers can be used to authenticate users. 

Either national ID providers, or the customers own ID provider. 
● User management through an administrative interface and API services. 
● Fine grained access control services which can be used to defined access rules and used by 

applications to determine if a user should have access to a resource.  
● built-in support to connect to existing LDAP or Active Directory servers 
● Enabling login with social networks such as Google, Facebook and GitHub 
● Industry Standard Protocol support 

 

1.1.2 Integration libraries 
Applications and services will integrate with Keycloak, either to obtain information about the current 
user, or to verify that the user has access to a resource or operation. The software libraries used in the 
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integration must support the standardized security protocols supported by Keycloak, OpenID Connect 
1.0 and OAuth 2.0, but the actual library chosen will vary depending on the programming language used 
by the application or service, and the features needed. 

These integration libraries have been used in applications and services developed by Tellu in TelluCare 
ID: 

Product Owner Language/platfo
rm 

Other 

IdentityModel.OidcClient Dominick Baier C#/.NET/Xamari
n 

OpenID Certified relying 
party 

AppAuth-JS OpenID Foundation JavaScript  
jsonwebtoken Auth0 JavaScript/Node  
jwk-rsa Auth0 JavaScript/Node  

TABLE 1: SOFTWARE LIBRARIES USED TO INTEGRATE WITH KEYCLOAK 

 

1.2 Deployment 
Keycloak is deployed in TelluCare Kubernetes clusters. To reduce the risk of the system becoming 
unavailable if one application or a virtual machine crashes, the application is deployed with two 
instances, running on separate virtual machines. In addition, Kubernetes continuously monitors each 
instance, and will automatically restart a failing instance. The load balancers in the cluster will make sure 
that the load is distributed evenly between the instances, and that traffic is not routed to a failing 
instance. 

All configuration data and user accounts in Keycloak are stored in a PostgreSQL database. The 
PostgreSQL database server is deployed with a master-slave configuration, which means a second 
database server is always running in tandem with the master, and all data is replicated to the slave. If 
the master database server fails, an automatic fail-over procedure is initiated, where the slave is 
promoted to master, and a new slave is started in place of the master.  

The logical deployment architecture is shown in Figure 3.  
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FIGURE 3: LOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURE 

1.3 Standards and regulations compliance 
TelluCare ID will be used to protect access to information systems containing personal health data in 
Norway, and as such must comply with “Norm for informasjonssikkerhet og personvern i helse- og 
omsorgstjenesten“ [1] and “Personopplysningsloven” [2]. For general use in EU&EEA markets, TelluCare 
ID comply with “General Data Protection Regulation” [3].  

The protocol used to integrate external applications and other applications in TelluCare with Keycloak, is 
“OpenID Connect” [4]. The same protocol is also used to broker identities from external identity 
providers.  The protocol used to integrate services and applications in TelluCare with Keycloak to grant 
access to protected resources, is “OAuth” [5].  

Applications and services protecting access to health data may also support profiles from HEART WG 
that control how, when and with whom clinical data is shared. These profiles are defined in [6], [7], [8] 
[9], [10] and [11]. 

1.4 Encryption and data signing 
All network communication between Keycloak, applications, services and external identity providers 
uses the HTTP protocol encrypted with TLS (HTTPS), with valid SSL certificates signed by DigiCert Inc.  

Security tokens issued by Keycloak is signed with RSA 256. 

The only persistent data in TelluCare ID is the PostgreSQL database used by Keycloak, which is encrypted 
on disk. 
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1.5 Prosedyrer og policy 
DevOps procedures and policies for TelluCare ID foolows Tellu’s ISO 27001 Certified information security 
management system. 

2 Applying TelluCare ID as ID federator 
This Section describes how the TelluCare ID can be integrated by service providers to use federated 
identities. By integrating with TelluCare ID, the service provider participates in a network of trust. The 
service provider trusts TelluCare ID and the identities it provides. These identities are federated from 
other federation services that TelluCare ID trusts, and ultimately from identity providers that these 
federation services trusts. 

 

 
Figure 1: Trust network 

 

When using TelluCare ID as a identity federation service, the service provider is responsible for user 
management and access control. TelluCare ID is used to federate identities from other identity providers 
and federation services. 
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2.1 Terminology 
 

Service provider The organization that provides services to end users. This may be on 
behalf of service owners.  

Service Owner The organization that owns a set of services to end users. This 
organization will typically be the data controller in GDPR terms  

Identity federation 
service 

A service that brokers authentication requests to other identity 
providers. May also enrich identities with additional information about 
authenticated users. 

Identity provider The source of a identity where information about the user is stored, 
and which is able to authenticate the user. 

 

2.2 Supported identities 
TelluCare ID federates identities provided by other federation services and identity providers. By using 
the standardized protocols OpenID Connect, TelluCare ID can provide identities from many federation 
services and identity providers, including: 

 

2.2.1 ID-porten 
ID-porten is the national identity federation service in Norway that provides identities verified by five 
different identity providers: MinID, BankID, BankID on mobile, Buypass or Commfides. Identities 
provided by ID-porten must only be used by public services, or service providers operation on behalf of a 
public service.  

 

2.2.2 HelseID 
HelseID is a identity federation service provided by Norsk Helsenett for authenticating health personnel 
in Norwegian e-health solutions. HelseID federates identities from regional health organizations, local 
identity providers and ID-porten. In addition, HelseID will enrich the identity with information about the 
user from Helsepersonellregisteret and Personregisteret. 

 

2.2.3 Signicat 
Tellu uses Signicat as sub-contractor to federate identities from ID-providers outside of Norway. Full a 
full list of identity providers supported, and the countries they operate in, see [12]. 
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2.2.4 Social Identity Providers 
TelluCare ID can also be configured to federate identity from social identity providers. Currently the 
supported social identity providers are: 

● Bitbucket 
● Facebook 
● GitHub 
● GitLab 
● Google 
● LinkedIn 
● Microsoft 
● OpenShift 
● PayPal 
● StackOverflow 
● Twitter 

2.2.5 OpenID Connect compliant providers 
TelluCare ID can be configured to federate identities from any other identity provider that supports 
OpenID Connect. This can be used, for instance, to authenticate users from organizations that already 
use Office 365 from Microsoft. Office 365 uses cloud based identities in Azure Active Directory, and 
TelluCare ID can use the OpenID Connect protocol to federate the same identities from Azure Active 
Directory to the service provider. 

2.3 Protocol 
The process of authenticating a user is implemented using the OpenID Connect protocol. Figure 2 shows 
a high level diagram of this process. The OpenID Connect specification [13] describes the details of the 
message flow and the actual messages sent between the various components in that diagram. The 
protocol defines a set of different authentication flows, where the choice of the used flow typically 
depends on the type of client application and type of user that will be authenticated. For the 
communication between the service provider and TelluCare ID, authorization code flow, implicit flow 
and hybrid flow are supported. Communication between TelluCare ID and identity providers use 
authorization code flow. 
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Figure 2 - Authentication process 

 

A challenge when using identities from multiple identity providers is that they will typically represent 
facts about the user in a slightly different way. In order to make it easier for service providers to work 
with identities from multiple providers, TelluCare ID will normalize identities before returning them to 
the service provider. 

2.4 Authentication on behalf of public service 
Identities from ID-porten can be used by service providers on behalf of public service owners. The 
service owner must have signed agreement with Difi, and may be billed directly by Difi for 
authentication transactions. This requires the service owner to be pre-registered with Difi for 
authentication requests from TelluCare ID. Currently this is a manual configuration process that must be 
managed by Tellu personnel, but functionality for the service provider to configure this may be added in 
a future version. 
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2.5 Auditing 
The service provider will be provided with audit logs of all authentication events, and configuration 
events. The logs will be made available to the service provider through a user interface, and a REST API. 
Audit logs will be stored for 3 months. 
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